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Interaction between hydrophobic surfaces with metastable
intervening liquid
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Molecular simulation is used to elucidate hydrophobic interaction at atmospheric pressure where
liquid water between apolar walls ismetastablewith respect to capillary evaporation. The steep
increase of the estimated activation barrier of evaporation with surface–surface separation explains
the apparent stability of the liquid at distances more than an order of magnitude below the
thermodynamic threshold of evaporation. Solvation by metastable liquid results in a short-ranged
oscillatory repulsion which gives rise to an irreversible potential barrier between approaching walls.
The barrier increases with external pressure in accord with measured pressure-induced slowing of
conformational transitions of biopolymers with strong hydrophobic interactions. At a sufficiently
small separation, the force abruptly turns attractive signaling nucleation of the vapor phase. This
behavior is consistent with the cavitation-induced hysteresis observed in a number of surface–force
measurements for strongly hydrophobic surfaces at ambient conditions. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1386926#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrophobic effects influence a wide range of molecu
phenomena in aqueous solutions, from gas solubility to
tergency, formation of membranes, and protein folding.1 At-
tractive interaction between extended hydrophobic solute
associated with surface dewetting which occurs below a c
cal interparticle separation,dc . Within a coarse-grained de
scription and for planar geometry,dc is approximately given
by the Kelvin equationdc;2(gwl2gwv)/rDm, wherer is
the liquid number density,Dm is the difference of the chemi
cal potential of the liquid from liquid/gas coexistence valu
g is the interfacial free energy, and subscriptsw, l, and v
denote the walls and the intervening liquid or vapor pha
respectively. For strongly hydrophobic solutes and amb
conditions, with the bulk pressurePb51 atm, andrDm
;Pb , the distancedc below which the vapor phase is fa
vored is of the order of 103 Å.2–6

Spontaneous cavitation of water between hydropho
surfaces has long been discussed in the context of mea
able surface forces.7–9 While a number of surface-force ap
paratus measurements reveal capillary evaporation betw
apolar surfaces, others point to the presence of liquid w
at separations much smaller than allowed by the Kel
equation.10–13The presence of liquid water in narrow apol
confinement is rationalized by kinetic arguments,4,8,14–17 in
addition to liquid-stabilizing effects of finite lateral size4 and
partial hydrophilicity16 of the surfaces. In theoretic analyse
similar metastabilities have been considered in contexts
simple fluids,18–21and also water in a wetting confinement22

but not for the drying scenario of our present intere
Continuum-analytic calculations8,14,15 and simulations for
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coarse-grained4,17 waterlike models predicted the existen
of an activation barrier separating the vapor and liqu
phases. The barrier can be sufficiently high to lead to
metastability of the liquid phase over experimentally relev
times10–13 unless the wall–wall separation is reduced to
few @O~10!# molecular layers.17 Interpretations of kinetic as
pects of hydrophobicity, including the well known hysteres
in surface-force-apparatus measurements,10–12thus warrant a
molecular-level description which has so far not been p
vided.

Molecular simulation studies have elucidated seve
features of confined water.13,23–39 However, many of these
studies were concerned with hydrophilic confinements, a
only a few were performed using open~constant pressure o
chemical potential! ensemble suitable to consider capilla
evaporation or equilibrium with bulk liquid. The first simu
lation study of confined water performed in theopen en-
semble~GCMC!, used36 the BBL model of water40 ~surface
tension,g lv , close to 50 mJ/m2! between parallel hard walls
at bulk pressurePb;23103 atm. Evaporation was observe
at wall–wall distancesd below about 5 Å, a value close t
the estimate from the Kelvin equation~approximately valid21

at givend!. Similarly, the isotonic ensemble simulations f
SPC model of water, also between hard walls and atPb

;1.53103 atm, have shown evaporation belowd;10 Å.13

Due to the small value ofdc at high external pressure~large
Dm! considered in these two studies, the observed liq
phase in contact with hard walls was thermodynamica
stable. At low pressure,Pb,10 atm, on the other hand, th
simulations of SPC and SPC/E water between hard walls
we performed at the preliminary stage of this work, resul
in evaporation at all trial separations,d. Molecular dynamics
simulation of water between hard ellipsoids of lateral size
about 18 Å at ambient pressure showed evaporation at
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wall–wall distance of;1 – 2 molecular layers.37 This result,
again, is close to the estimate from the Kelvin equation wh
used in its generalized form4 that accounts for the reductio
of dc due to finite lateral size of the confinement.

In the present article, we report the firstambient pressure
results obtained in systematic open~Grand Canonical! en-
semble simulations for the structure and for the solvat
force between apolar plates with weak wall/water attract
that mimics hydrocarbon surfaces.35 We consider separation
from contact to 60 Å. For bulk pressurePb50610 atm we
identify slit widths where liquid water persists in an initial
filled pore in a metastable state. Molecular simulation is u
to estimate the free energy barrier~for a set of distances! that
prevents or slows capillary evaporation. We also consi
situations when the liquid phase is stabilized by eleva
pressurePb;103 atm. We show that the potential betwee
approaching hydrophobic domains separated bymetastable
liquid features a maximum which has to be crossed be
the surfaces are attracted to contact. The peak increases
external pressure in a similar way as the drying barrier
the reversible interaction of apolar solutes or residues
smaller size.41,42

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We study the behavior of three-point, SPC model
water43 confined between smooth parallel walls. In the a
sence of the confinement and at ambient temperature
pressure, SPC water whose critical temperature is;589 K, is
known to exist in a stable liquid state.44 The walls of the
confinement mimic a hydrophobic material with integrat
Lennard-Jones~9-3! interaction between a wall and the ox
gen atom of water located at distanceziw from the surface,

uiw~ziw!5a/ziw
9 2c/ziw

3 , ~1!

where a54pres12/4552.7310217J Å9, c515a/2s6

51.265310219J Å3, r is the number density of C atoms o
the hydrocarbon, ande ands are the Lennard-Jones param
eters describing the average interaction between hydroca
CHn groups and the oxygen atom of water.35,38The solvation
pressure,Ps(d), acting on either wall at slit widthd is de-
termined as the difference between the average force per
area exerted on the wall by all water moleculesin the slit,
P(d), and bulk pressurePb[P(`). Direct Lennard-Jones
forces between opposite walls45 add the term,Ph;a8 d29

2c8 d23, where a8;1.043107 Å 9 atm, and c8;2.8
3104 Å 3 atm corresponding to the Hamaker constantA
[6pc8;5.3310220 J. The sumPs1Ph[Pt represents the
total pressure on either wall related to measured sur
forces through Derjaguin approximation.46

Using Grand Canonical Ensemble Monte Ca
simulations,47,48 the confined liquid is held in an appare
equilibrium with bulk reservoir characterized by a chemic
potential, m. Two states of bulk water that we consider
correspond to bulk pressuresPb50610 atm or 1000
610 atm, densities 0.99360.01 g cm23 and 1.0360.01
g cm23, and reduced isothermal compressibilities,rkBTk
50.063 ~experimental value is 0.062! and 0.058, respec
tively. Pb corresponds to the large distance limit of the pr
sure acting on the inner surfaces of the walls. For SPC w
Downloaded 26 Sep 2001 to 128.32.49.138. Redistribution subject to A
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at cubic box sizeL518 Å, and for the spherical cutoff given
by Eq. ~2! of Ref. 38, the above two states are characteri
by excess chemical potentialsmex/kBT5210.596 at the
lower, and29.87 at the higherPb . Clearly, the appropriate
values of chemical potential depend slightly on the cutoff
the intermolecular potential, the system size, and the bou
ary conditions. While our code includes a two-dimension
Ewald-sum routine49 from previous studies,50 computer time
restrictions due to slow convergence of density and pres
precluded the application of this computation intensive te
nique in systematic calculations. As the optimal practical
ternative, we use periodic conditions in lateral directio
combined with spherical cutoff for water–water interactio
described by Eq.~2! of Ref. 38. The lateral size of the simu
lation box,Lxy at small and moderate wall–wall separation
d, was held at 18 Å. For higherd, Lxy was gradually in-
creased to retain an approximately cubic shape of the w
slab, reaching 36 Å atd550 Å. This size of the box corre
sponds to;23103 molecules, the most allowed by ou
computational resources. While not as accurate as Ew
summation,49,50the above description has been shown38 to be
more reliable than the Minimum Image and Cylindrica
Cutoff alternatives although the truncation of the lon
ranged tail in water-water potentials might slightly affect t
calculated interplate force. The low pressure value of exc
chemical potential we use is in reasonable agreement
the reported result,mex/kBT5210.0560.1, obtained38,51 at
almost identical conditions for bulk TIP4P model of water52

A serious difficulty in simulations of confined water is
very slow relaxation of fluctuations in liquid densit
profiles.38,53 The long-lived asymmetry in density profiles38

leads to considerable differences in pressures exerted on
two walls as purely diffusive molecular motion proves insu
ficient for rapid equilibration. This difficulty was overcom
by implementing collective moves of water molecules cor
sponding to simultaneous translation of all particles alo
the direction perpendicular to the walls. Acceptance of th
moves was controlled by the usual Metropolis criterion.
cluding a small fraction (;1%) of the above collective
moves resulted in rapid equilibration of density profiles a
secured the symmetry of mean pressures on the two w
While reliable calculations could not have been comple
without the above modification, long runs were still nece
sary to obtain accurate pressure averages over the fluctu
number of molecules in the system. With straightforwa
GCMC acceptance of particle exchange typically arou
0.015%~up to four times higher in very narrow liquid film!,
the time required to reduce the statistical error in solvat
pressure to about 10 atm is;5.106 attempted movesper
particle or close to 109 attempted moves for a typical run
Using a configuration-bias technique for particle exchang48

with only three trial orientations, the acceptance is increa
by about a factor of 2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1~a! we present density profiles in confined liqu
films for a wide range of slit widths at fixed chemical pote
tial corresponding to the ambient pressure,Pb50610 atm.
For wall–wall separationsd.13.5 Å, we find the metastabl
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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liquid to persist over all practical simulation times when t
initial GCMC state is a pre-equilibrated water-filled por
Below d;12.7 Å ~about 7.9 Å accessible to centers of wa
molecules!, we consistently observe capillary evaporatio
The threshold width accommodates about three molec
layers of water. Figure 1~b! shows results from similar cal
culations for the high pressure,Pb;103 atm. Here the liquid
regularly evaporated at the threshold distanced;9 Å ~two
molecular layers! which is roughly consistent with the pre
diction of the ~equilibrium! Kelvin equation for givenPb .
As dc scales approximately asPb

21 , and the accuracy of the
Kelvin equation only improves with increasingdc ,21 it is
clear that vapor represents the thermodynamically sta
state of water at the lower pressure,Pb50610 atm, forall
confinement widthsd considered in our simulation.

Experimental evidence suggests the metastable liq
state is often present in realistic situations and is likely
determine the force profiles between strongly hydropho
particles in surface-force-apparatus measurements.11–13 Our
results pertain to this scenario and also approximately

FIG. 1. Density profiles~distribution functions!, g(z), of oxygen atoms of
water molecules in a film of metastable liquid confined between para
hydrocarbon walls at ambient conditions~a!, or at the elevated pressur
Pb;103 atm ~b!. z is the coordinate perpendicular to the walls.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2001 to 128.32.49.138. Redistribution subject to A
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due to finite lateral size of apolar particles.
The layering of confined liquid is most pronounced

small wall–wall distances,d, decaying withd in a weakly
oscillatory manner because the density amplitudes pea
slit widths corresponding to integer multiples of molecu
layers. This behavior affects the distance dependence o
solvation pressure,Ps , which varies roughly in parallel with
the height of the liquid density peaks next to the walls. B
yond the separations of about six to seven molecular lay
the interfacial density profiles attain an asymptotic~single
wall! form that does not change upon further increase in
wall–wall separation. This behavior differs from the rece
finding of Sakuraiet al., where a flattening of density peak
at increased separations aboved;50 Å was observed.39 The
difference is, most likely, due to the use in Ref. 39 of clos
(NVT) ensemble that does not provide a reliable determi
tion of the number of water molecules as a function of t
width of the slit. The present results cannot test recent th
retic predictions5 based on different~purely repulsive! wall/
water interaction.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the dependence of calculate
pressureP(d) on either surface as a function of the wall
wall separation,d. Despite the unavoidable statistical nois
the present results show pressure oscillations with the n
ber of peaks roughly consistent with molecular layering
water next to the walls. Statistical errors are likely respo
sible for observed fluctuations in period lengths of press
profiles. For our simulated system, the solvation press
Ps5P(d)2P(`), between walls wetted by metastable i
tervening liquid is mostly repulsive. It gives rise to a lo
free energy barrier to be crossed before the liquid phas
replaced by vapor at smalld. The occurence of a qualita
tively similar barrier has been occasionally indicated in m
surements of surface forces between strongly hyropho
surfaces, e.g., in Fig. 4 of Ref. 54, and in the inset of F
9~b! of Ref. 55 but the origin of the effect has so far not be
unambiguously identified. Apart from the differences b
tween the experimental and model systems, direct comp
sons are difficult for two reasons. On the experimental s
the presence of impurities such as dissolved gases can e
cavitation at increased interplate separations. In simulatio
on the other hand, the use of a finite lateral size of the sam
combined with periodic boundary conditions has been
gued to produce an opposite effect.17 Computationally fea-
sible increase of the simulation box is not sufficient to ru
out eventual size effects expected only upon a ma
increase17 in the lateral area of the system. Integration
solvation pressure profiles shown in Fig. 2 with respect tod
indicates barrier heights of;5.8 and;11 mJ/m2 for bulk
pressures of;0, and;103 atm, respectively. These value
are an order of magnitude smaller than the reduction in
surface free energy upon bringing the two apolar surface
contact.2,3,36,45 The pressure-induced increase in the fre
energy barrier between extended apolar domains is rem
cent of the pressure effect on the potential of mean fo
between spherical apolar solutes considered in the fra
work of information theory.42 The theory relates the
observed41 slowdown of protein conformational dynamics

l
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FIG. 2. Distance dependence of the pressure the confined liquid exerts on hydrocarbon walls at bulk pressurePb;0 ~a!, or 103 atm ~b!. Statistical uncertainty
for calculated pressure is about 10 atm.~c! displays the net pressure comprised of the solvation term and direct wall–wall interaction at ambient con
~d! shows calculated fluctuations in the number of molecules@^N2&2^N&2#/N as a function of the width separating the walls forPb;0 ~diamonds! or
;103 atm ~circles!. In ~a!, ~b!, and~d!, symbols denote GCMC simulation results, and dashed curves are a guide to the eye.
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pressure-induced increase in the free energy barrier as
ated with a reversible removal~or restoring! of the aqueous
film between hydrophobic residues. Despite a differ
mechanism, our results suggest a similar pressure de
dence for the kinetics of association of exposed hydropho
domains of partly folded protein molecules.

Figure 2~c! illustrates the distance dependence of the
pressure on the walls determined as the sum of the solva
pressure at Pb;0610 atm, Fig. 2~a!, and the direct
Lennard-Jones interaction between adjacent plates,Pt5Ps

1Ph . Integration of the pressure curve in Fig. 2~c!, how-
ever, cannot be used to estimate the wall/liquid interfac
tension as it corresponds to an irreversible process of var
the wall–wall distance; it lacks information about the fre
energy drop upon the liquid-vapor transition. At elevat
pressure,Pb;103 atm, on the other hand, the calculated s
vation pressure shown in Fig. 2~b! corresponds to a revers
ible or nearly reversible path. Here, integration ofPt gives
the free energy change of;80 mJ/m2 and hence the apparen
hydrocarbon/water surface tension of 40 mJ/m2, a value
close to experimental determinations.2,3

In Fig. 2~d! we present the fluctuations in the number
molecules,@^N2&2^N&2#/N as a function of the thickness o
the water film. For large wall–wall separations, this quan
Downloaded 26 Sep 2001 to 128.32.49.138. Redistribution subject to A
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approaches the reduced isothermal compressibility of
fluid. In confinement, it can be used to estimate the acti
tion barrier associated with a critical density fluctuation th
triggers capillary evaporation. For this purpose, we treat
fluctuation in the number of molecules,dN5N2^N& at a
fixed wall–wall separation,d, as a characteristic order pa
rameter that changes along the liquid–vapor transit
path.56 For wall–wall distancesd513, 16, 19, or 22 Å,
dNT[(NT2^N&)522763,25764, 273.566, or 29068
corresponded to situations where a pre-equilibrated sys
was equally likely to evaporate or to return to the avera
value of N in the liquid state,̂ N&, characteristic of given
separation,d. To a rough approximation, the states withN
5NT can be identified with the peaks of the transition bar
ers. Values ofNT at each wall–wall separation,d, were de-
termined from the outcome of a series of 10–20 open
semble (m,V,T) simulation runs performed for each of a s
of different initial values ofN. Initial states for these runs
were generated by first equilibrating the system at a fix
initial value of N,^N& using closed (NVT) simulations. A
trial run was interrupted when the system evaporated or
gained the average liquid density characteristic of givend.
Plotting the evaporation probability as a function of initialN
enabled us to obtainNT as the value ofN where the prob-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3877J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Interaction between hydrophobic surfaces
ability of evaporation just fell below 1/2. Knowing approx
mate values ofNT for a specifiedd, the workdV(d) asso-
ciated with a perturbationdNT(d) was estimated from a
truncated Taylor expansion ofV in dN. Within an approxi-
mately Gaussian regime at smalldN, the work required to
perturb the system bydN, dV}dN2. However, at least the
fourth order expansion is needed to capture the maximum
dV located atdN5dNT and the global minimum corre-
sponding to the vapor phase,dNv;2^N&. In general, we
can write dV/kBT;adN21bdN31cdN41¯ . If we ig-
nore 5th and higher order terms, and using values foa
[1/2̂ dN2& from Fig. 2~d!, coefficientsb andc follow from
the positions of the extrema atdNT anddNv . The resulting
activation barriers atd513, 16, 19, and 22 Å are 3.560.5,
1262, 1863, and 2666kBT, respectively. These roug
estimates,57 in qualitative agreement with large scale o
lattice simulations,17 demonstrate the rapid increase of t
activation barrier for capillary evaporation with pore widthd
and therefore rationalize the apparent stability of liquid wa
in mesoscopic apolar confinements encountered in prac
situations. In particular, they help explaining the hystere
observed in several surface-force measurements,10–12as well
as the pressure-induced slowdown of hydrophobic asso
tion between extended apolar domains of biopolymeric
colloidal solutes.
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